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Abstract 
This paper presents a MEMS accelerometer based handheld embedded device and its associated dynamic time warping (DTW) 
based algorithm for recognizing hand writing gestures. Device can be used to draw gestures for English lower case letters, Arabic 
numerals in their own style and speed. Furthermore the proposed device can detect different direction movement   such as left, 
right, up, down, push and pull for employing video game and mobile game control. The accelerometer signals are processed 
within the device itself and result of recognition is transmitted via Bluetooth to smart device such as computer, smart phone, 
tablets etc.  Furthermore we have introduced a novel method of fast and memory efficient implementation of DTW in embedded 
domain. Also we have developed an effective motion detection method based on adaptive mean value calculation of 
accelerometer signals also we introduced an effective template selection criterion. The effectiveness of proposed system and 
associated algorithm were validated through various experiments. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of ICACC 2016. 
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1. Introduction 
The revolution of smart devices such as smart phone, tablet, smart watches and handheld computers has made 
user interaction technology progressively more important. The expansion of human-computer interaction 
technologies has been greatly reduced the cost, weight and dimension of consumer electronics products. 
According to the sensor technologies used for gesture recognition, there are mainly two existing types, i.e., 
inertial sensor based4, 5, and vision-based6. The existing device such as Sony Vaio Laptop, ASUS all in One Device 
used vision based gesture recognition system. Due to the advantages of 3-axis accelerometers such as good mobility, 
low latency and computational cost, they are increasingly embedded into consumer electronic products. For 
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example, in8 an accelerometer based digital pen with a trajectory recognition algorithm was developed to recognize 
handwritten digits and gestures.  
Ruize Xu et.al3 presents three different gesture recognition models which are capable of recognizing seven hand 
gestures, i.e., up, down, left, right, tick, circle, and cross, based on the input signals from MEMS 3-axes 
accelerometers. 
Yu-Liang Hsu et.al [11] presents an inertial-sensor-based digital pen (inertial pen) and it’s associated dynamic time 
warping (DTW)-based recognition algorithm for handwriting and gesture recognition. This method is a very good 
approach for three dimensional gesture recognition, however this approach uses a device for collecting sensor data 
only and further processing is carried out in PC. 
The existing MEMS inertial sensor based Gesture recognition devices are either working in 2D for collecting data 
from multiple sensors processing the signal within the device itself with limited number of gesture and finally 
transmitting the result to PC via wireless transmission or working in three 3D for collecting sensor data using the 
device and transmitting it to PC via wireless transmission for further processing. 
The main idea behind the work is to develop and implement a DTW based gesture recognition algorithm to detect 
10 digits (0 to 9), English lower case alphabet (a- z), left, right, up, push, pull and down movements such that the 
entire signal processing to be carried out within the embedded device and only the final result is to transmit into PC 
or other electronic gadget such as Smartphone or Tablet. 
2. System Overview 
The system overview of a micro controller based gesture recognition system is shown in Fig. 1, a battery 
powered wireless system can be designed such that it can be held in hand; wear as a ring or wrist band. The trace of 
hand movement is captured using Accelerometer and given as digital signal as output and it’s processed using a 
gesture recognition algorithm and the output command is passed to PC/Smart phone using Bluetooth. Application 
software running on PC/Smart phone controlled by the Bluetooth command received from the gesture recognition 
device can be designed as per the user requirement such as Games, Note pad, Photo viewer and Video player etc. 
Our gesture recognition embedded device mainly consists of Tri axial MEMS Accelerometer (BMA280), a micro 
controller (EFM32GG990F1024), and a Bluetooth low energy module (AlpwiseBLE). The EFM32GG990F1024-
BGA112 is an ARM Cortex-M3 based microcontroller (MCU) with speeds up to 48 MHz and is part of the 
GiantGecko family of energy friendly devices. In addition, this device includes 1024 kB Flash, 128 RAM, 87 Dig 
I/O Pins, 4 x 16-bit Timers and multiple communication interfaces. The BMA280 is an advanced, ultra-small, 
triaxial, low-g acceleration sensor with digital interfaces, aiming for low-power consumer electronics applications.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1. System overview of proposed Gesture recognition system 
3. Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm  
DTW is a dynamic programming technique used for measuring the similarity between any two time series with 
arbitrary lengths. DTW was originally used in speech recognition (Sakoe & Chiba 1978). It is a time series 
association algorithm that relates two time series by warping the time axis of one series onto another. 
       Suppose we want to calculate the DTW similarity between two time series A and B, The computation of DTW 
algorithm start from calculating local distance matrix d, it has n x m elements which represents the Euclidean 
distance between every two points in the time series A and B.  In the second stage, a warping matrix D (also called 
cumulative distance matrix) is defined and each elements of warping matrix is filled based on the equation (1), 
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After filling the warping matrix, the final stage for the DTW is to find the optimal warping path and the DTW 
distance. Warping path is a set of adjacent warping matrix elements that identify the mapping between the sequences 
A and B. It represents the path that minimizes the overall distance between the sequences A and B. Every warping 
path must satisfy the Monotonicity, Continuity and Boundary constraints (Sakoe & Chiba 1978). Finally the DTW 
distance between the two time series A and B is calculated based on the optimal warping path using the following 
equation: 
 
ܦܹܶሺܣǡܤሻ ൌ ቀඥσ ܹ݇ܭ݇ൌͳ ቁ         (2) 
 
Where W represents the warping path. The space and time complexity of standard DTW algorithm is O(n,m). 
3.1 Fast and Memory Efficient Implementation of DTW 
In this paper we introduce a novel method for memory efficient and fast implementation of DTW. The 
implementation of standard DTW algorithm start from computing the distance matrix from given two sequence, the 
element of distance matrix is the absolute distance between the samples from two sequences and the standard DTW 
algorithm does the matrix manipulation over the distance matrix. While coming to the embedded domain the 
memory and computation time are two critical constraints, so the matrix operations is not a good approach in such 
cases, even sometimes it’s not possible to implement  standard DTW algorithm in embedded system when the length 
of sequences becomes large. In order to overcome this issue we proposed a vector (or buffer) based computation 
procedure for implementation of DTW algorithm. Instead of doing matrix manipulation we use iterative 
computation over two vectors. The Modified DTW algorithm is given below. 
 
Algorithm 1:The Modified DTW algorithm. 
Input: S: Sequence of length n, Q: Sequence of length m. 
Output: DTW distance. 
1: Initialize T (1) = d (1, 1) 
2: for all i such that 2 ≤ i ≤ n do 
3:     Initialize T (i) =T (i-1+ d (1, i) for each i 
4: end for 
5: for all j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ n do 
6:     Initialize R (1) = d (j+1, 1) + T (2) 
7:     for all k such that 2 ≤ k ≤ n do 
8:              R(k) = d(j+1,k)+ min(T [k-1] ,T[k], R[k-1]) 
9:        end for 
10:     T = R    
11: end for 
12: return R (n) 
  
Where T (Temporary Buffer) is a vector used to store the result of (N-1)th raw calculations while doing Nth raw 
calculation, and R(Result Buffer) is a vector used to store the result of current raw calculation. 
3.2 Theoretical Comparison between standard DTW algorithm and modified DTW algorithm: 
The theoretical comparison of our DTW implementation with standard DTW implementation based on 
computational complexity and memory requirement is given in the Table 1. 
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     Table 1. Comparison of DTW algorithms based on computational complexity and memory requirement. 
Algorithm Computation Complexity(Addition required) Memory required 
Standard DTW 2(N x M) - 1 8(N x M) Bytes 
Modified DTW (N – 1) x M 4 N Bytes 
 
For the implementation of standard DTW algorithm requires two matrices of size N x M, one matrix to store 
distance matrix elements and another one matrix to store accumulative matrix elements and each matrix element 
requires one addition operation hence it requires 2(N x M) – 1 additions operations and 4(N x M) Bytes memory for 
16bit integer data type (Each elements requires 2Bytes of memory).  At the same time from the above Algorithm 1 it 
is clear that modified DTW algorithm requires only (N-1) x M addition operation, since each raw has required (N-1) 
additions and totally there are M such rows (where N > M). And 4N Bytes memory for 16bit integer data type since 
it requires only two buffer of size N and each vector elements requires 2Bytes of memory for 16bit integer data type. 
4. Dynamic Time Warping Based Recognition Algorithm 
A DTW-based recognition algorithm has been developed in this study to deal with inertial-sensing-based 
handwriting and gesture recognition, and is composed of the following procedures, (1) Inertial signal acquisition,(2) 
Signal pre-processing,(3) Normalization,(4) Segmentation Movement Signal Acquisition (5) Template selection and 
(5) Gesture recognition. Block diagram of dynamic time warping based recognition algorithm is given in Figure 2. 
4.1. Signal Preprocessing 
The signal pre-processing procedure is used to reduce the high-frequency noise from the raw accelerometer signals 
by using a moving average filter expressed as [11], 
 
ܣܾሺ݊ሻ ൌ
ͳ
ܰ σ ܣݎሺ݊ െ ݅ሻ
ܰ
݅ൌͳ          ሺ͵ሻ 
Where Ar[n] is the raw accelerations (Ar= [Arx,Ary,Arz]T ), and N is the number of points in the average filter. In this 
study, we set N = 3 based on our empirical tests. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of dynamic time warping based recognition algorithm 
4.2. Normalization 
The filtered accelerometer signal’s amplitude biases are generally inconsistent due to individual differences of 
writing styles or speeds. Normalization of the movement signals is required to avoid extreme amplitude scaling and 
hence ensure that the DTW distance calculated over the local distance measurement. The normalization is done by 
first subtracting the mean value of each movement signal from each movement signal to eliminate the DC offset 
effect, which is then divided by its standard deviation of movement signal for amplitude scaling. 
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4.3. Segmentation and Movement Signal Acquisition 
After filtering the measurements, we first segment each inertial signal properly to extract a precise motion interval, 
since the size of measurements of each movement frequently differs between fast and slow writers. For this study, 
we segment the motion intervals of all inertial signals to obtain the accurate locations of the start and end points of 
each measurement based on an adaptive mean value threshold generated from the filtered acceleration signal. We 
determine the value of the threshold by using the filtered acceleration during the time steps at the beginning of a 
motion by divide the entire time interval by overlapped windows (W1,W2,…, Wn) of equal length.  Then the 
magnitude of the threshold th(k) is defined as follows, 
ݐ݄ሺ݇ሻ ൌߤ݇ െ ߤ݇െͳ          ሺͶሻ 
 
Where, 
 
ߤ݇ ൌ ߤݔ݇ʹ ൅ߤݕ݇ʹ ൅ ߤݖ݇ʹ           ሺͷሻ 
Where, µxk, µyk and µzk are mean value of kth windows of x,y and z axis respectively. k denotes the time steps. Once 
we obtain the threshold, the motion interval can be determined by selecting the start and end points (or time steps) 
whose absolute mean value defined by the equation are higher and lower than the threshold, respectively. Finally, 
the total time steps when performing handwriting and hand gestures can be partitioned into two time intervals: a 
non-motion interval and a motion interval.  
4.4. Template Selection for the DTW Recognizer 
The basic idea behind the DTW based gesture recognition algorithm is comparing the real time accelerometer 
signals with the database signals of the same. During the training phase of DTW recognizer we collected a class of 
N number of accelerometer signals for each pre-defined gestures that to be recognized. The accuracy of DTW 
recognizer is mainly depend upon the database base template selected for a particular class (gesture) from among the 
N number of template collected. The data base template should have maximum similarity with same class and 
maximum dissimilarity with all other different classes, in order to meet this condition we have developed template 
selection criteria as follows: 
1. DTW(t,j) = min(DTW (i,j))  
2. DTW (t,k)  >max(DTW (i,j))  
Where t represents the template for data base, i,j represents template from within the same class and k is the 
template from all other different classes, DTW distance is calculated using equation (6). 
4.5. Recognition by Modified  DTW Recognizer 
Once the database template is selected for all predefined gestures, the similarity between real time accelerometer 
signals and database signals will be measured using modified DTW recognizer. Since each accelerometer signals 
composed of three signal sequence   (X-, Y-, and Z-axis), the DTW distance, which denotes the similarity between 
the database template Di of size i × 3 and the testing template Tj of size j × 3, is computed as follows: 
ܦܹܶሺܥǡܶሻ ൌටܦ݅ ǡ݆ʹ ሺݔሻ ൅ ܦ݅ ǡ݆ʹ ሺݖሻ ൅ ܦ݅ ǡ݆ʹ ሺݖሻ       ሺ͸ሻ 
 Where Di,j(x) , Di,j(y), Di,j(z) are the DTW distances computed between the traces in the X-, Y-, and Z-axis 
respectively. Finally, the minimal DTW(C,T) represents that the testing pattern Tj and the class template Ci are 
within the same class. 
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5. Experimental Results 
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed gesture recognition algorithm is validated by following 
experiments: 1) Validation of proposed gesture recognition algorithm, 2) Validation of motion detection algorithm. 
5.1. Validation of proposed gesture recognition algorithm: 
This experiment was designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed embedded gesture recognition 
device and its associated DTW-based recognition algorithm for different type of gestures. We collected hand gesture 
trace for the below experiments from three subjects (1 females, 2 males; aged 22.5 ± 2years old). The digital output 
signals of the accelerometer are sampled at 50 Hz. Our experiments were performed on the proposed embedded 
gesture recognition device. 
Three participants were asked to hold the gesture recognition device and to move the device in a 2D space. Each 
participant was asked to move the device in 6 directions (UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, PUSH and PULL), and each 
direction the experiment is carried out 3 times. Therefore, a total of 54 (6×3×3 =54) data were collected for this 
experiment. Table 2 shows that the average recognition rate of direction recognition. Similarly each participant was 
asked to write 10 digits (from 0 to 10) in 2D space, and each digit was to be written 3 times for this experiment. 
Therefore, a total of 90 (10×3×3 = 90) data were collected for this experiment. Table 3 shows that the average 
recognition rate for handwritten digit recognition. Then each participant was asked to write 26 letters (from a to z) in 
2D space, and each letter was to be written 3 times for this experiment. Therefore, a total of 650 (26×3×3 =650) data 
were collected for this experiment. Table 4 shows that the average recognition rate of handwritten English character 
recognition. Finally three participants were asked to write 26 letters (from a to z), 10 digits (0 to 10) and 6direction 
movement in 2D space and each letter was to be written 3 times for this experiment. Therefore, a total of 
794(650+90+54 = 794) data were collected for this experiment. Table 5 shows that the average Recognition rates 
entire defined gesture Recognition for different users. 
 
Table 2.Recognition rates Direction recognition for different users 
Experiment User 1 User 2 User 3 Average 
One/Three Match 99% 100% 100% 99.7% 
Two/Three Match 100% 98% 99% 99% 
Three/Three Match 99% 97% 98% 98% 
 
Table 3.Recognition rates Digits recognition for different users 
Experiment User 1 User 2 User 3 Average 
One/Three Match 99% 97% 98% 98.0% 
Two/Three Match 94% 96% 95% 95% 
Three/Three Match 90% 93% 93% 92% 
 
Table 4. Recognition rates Letters recognition for different users 
Experiment User 1 User 2 User 3 Average 
One/Three Match 93% 94% 95% 94% 
Two/Three Match 90% 92% 88% 90% 
Three/Three Match 86% 90% 88% 88% 
 
 
Table 5. Recognition rates entire defined gesture Recognition for different users 
Experiment User 1 User 2 User 3 Average 
One/Three Match 84% 85% 86% 85% 
Two/Three Match 81% 84% 84% 83% 
Three/Three Match 79% 80% 81% 80% 
 
5.2. Validation of motion detection algorithm: 
This experiment was designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed motion detection algorithm for 
different gestures. We collected hand gesture trace for the experiments from three subjects (1 females, 2 males; aged 
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22.5 ± 2years old).Each participant was asked to write different gestures in 2D space and each gestures was to be 
written 3 times for this experiment. The accelerometer signals are collected and plotted in MATLAB for both cases 
with motion detection algorithm and without motion detection algorithm. Table 6 shows the average motion 
detection rate for different gestures. The trace of accelerometer signal for the gestures having solid edges was 
broken and fragmented. 
 
Table 6.Motion detection rates of different gestures for different users  
Gesture User 1 User 2 User 3 Average 
Direction movement 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Shapes 85% 87% 84% 85.3% 
Digits 98% 99% 97% 98% 
 
6. Conclusion 
This paper has presented an embedded device with a systematic time alignment algorithm framework for inertial 
sensing based handwriting and gesture recognition. Also we introduced a fast and memory efficient implementation 
of DTW algorithm in embedded domain, further more we introduced an efficient method for motion detection for 
accelerometer signal based on adaptive mean value calculation. During experimental validation, 2D handwritten 
digits, 2D handwritten English lowercase letters, 2D shapes and push, pull, up, down, left and right movement 
gestures were collected to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed embedded device and algorithm. Based on the 
experimental results, we believe that the gesture recognition device and its associated DTW-based recognition 
algorithm can be considered an innovative and effective HCI device. 
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